Abstract. In this paper we determine that integral sum number of graph n C , namely for any integer
Introduction
The graph in this paper discussed are undirected、no multiple edges and simple graph, the unorganized state of definitions and terminology and the symbols in this paper referred to reference [1] , [2] . F.Harary [3] introduce the concept of integral sum graphs. conjecture was posed in references [4] as followss: Conjecture [4] : Is it ture that any old cycle is an integral sum graph? 
Next we consider two cases: For all ) 3 (
, we will
show that the two classes of cycle are integral sum graph.
Let the vertices of ) 3 (
be marked as the methods in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . 
We first give the labels of 6 C and 8 C as follows: 
，we give the labels of j C 2 as follows:
By labeling of above, we know
The labeling of above is illustrated in Fig.3.   Fig.3 . labeling of ) 3 (
We first give the labels of 9 C and 11 C as follows: 
，we give the labels of 
The labeling of above is illustrated in Fig.4 . , the graph n C is integral sum graph.
